We demonstrate real-time acquisition, processing, and display of tissue structure, birefringence, and blood flow in a multi-functional optical coherence tomography (MF-OCT) system. This is accomplished by efficient data processing of the phase-resolved inteference patterns without dedicated hardware or extensive modification to the high-speed fiberbased OCT system. The system acquires images of 2048 depth scans per second, covering an area of 5 mm in width × 1.2 mm in depth with real-time display updating images in a rolling manner 32 times each second.
INTRODUCTION
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a promising technique for non-invasive imaging of biological tissue [1] . OCT uses low coherence interferometry to produce a two-dimensional image of optical scattering from internal tissue microstructures. Interference fringes are formed when the optical path length of light reflected from the sample matches that reflected from the reference arm to within the coherence length of the light source. An axial depth scan (A-line) is obtained by scanning the reference arm length, resulting in localized interference fringes with amplitudes related to sample reflectivity. The fringe intensities in adjacent A-lines are combined to form a two-dimensional image. The source coherence length and the spot size of the beam focus on the sample determine the depth resolution and lateral image resolution, respectively. Systems with ultrahigh resolution (1 µm x 3 µm) have been developed [2] , however, resolution on the order of 10 µm is more typical. OCT imaging can be performed at high speeds, with video rate imaging at 32 fps for 250x250 pixels covering an area of 3x4 mm being reported [3] .
Various extensions have been shown to provide more information on tissue properties than standard OCT imaging alone. Polarization sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) is sensitive to light polarization changing properties of the sample [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Simultaneous detection of interference fringes in two orthogonal polarization channels allows determination of the Stokes parameters of light [8] . Comparison of the Stokes parameters of the incident state to that reflected from the sample can yield a depth-resolved map of optical properties such as birefringence [8] . PS-OCT can even be incorporated in fiber-based systems without the need for polarization-maintaining fibers [10, 11] . Another extension, optical Doppler tomography (ODT), is capable of depth-resolved imaging of flow [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Flow sensitivity can be achieved by measuring the shift in carrier frequency of the interference fringe pattern due to backscattering of light from moving particles or by comparing the phase of the interference fringe pattern from one A-line to the next. Both methods have been implemented in real-time systems, either with dedicated hardware [16, 17] or by use of an optical Hilbert transform [18] . In a previous publication, we demonstrated a multi-functional OCT system capable of simultaneously measuring all three images (intensity, birefringence, and flow) [19] . This requires acquisition of the full interference fringe patterns. Due to the processing time necessary to analyze this large amount of data, displaying all three images simultaneously and in real-time has not previously been demonstrated. Measurements were usually taken and saved with data processing and display occurring separately afterwards.
We present a fiber-based multi-functional OCT (MF-OCT) system capable of acquiring, processing, and displaying intensity, birefringence, and flow simultaneously and in real-time by use of efficient computation algorithms. Images comprised of 2048 A-line scans of 2560 points in length are acquired once a second. All three images are updated 32 times per second in a rolling manner, where successive fractions of the image are updated as acquisition progresses. The immediate nature of the display provides visual feedback during data acquisition, as opposed to previous efforts where acquisition was blind to features with birefringence and/or flow. Our system facilitates location of regions of interest, especially for in vivo studies, opening the possibility for clinical use of MF-OCT as an optical biopsy method.
SYSTEM
The optical components of the fiber-based OCT system, described in more detail in Pierce et al. [19] , is diagrammed in Figure 1 . A polarization controller and polarizer are used to select the polarization state with the highest power of a broadband source centered at 1310 nm and with a 70 nm bandwidth. This light is sent to an electro-optic polarization modulator controlled by a two-step driving function designed to toggle the polarization state between two orthogonal states in a Poincare sphere representation. After passing through an optical circulator, the light is sent to the sample and reference arms of the interferometer via a 90/10 fiber splitter. A polarization controller and polarizer are used to insure that a constant amount of power is sent to the rapid scanning optical delay (RSOD), which provides depth scanning and controls the carrier frequency of the interference fringe pattern, regardless of the polarization state of light in the source arm [20] . A handpiece with a rear-mounted CCD contains two galvo-mounted mirrors that move the beam across the sample to add lateral scanning. Light returning from both arms then passes back through the fiber splitter and the optical circulator before being split by a fiber polarizing beam splitter. The resulting two sets of interference fringes are measured by separate photodiodes.
The system is controlled by a dual processor (2.4 GHz Intel Pentium II Xeon) computer through two D/A boards (National Instruments 6733 and 6115), one of which doubles as a 12-bit A/D board capable of sampling both detectors at 5 million samples per second. The RSOD is controlled by a rounded sawtooth waveform with the same period as the two-step waveform sent to the polarization modulator with a phase delay to insure that the RSOD galvo response is in phase with the polarization modulator. Waveform output is triggered by the start of data acquisition. Even and odd A-lines are recorded during the positive and negative sloping sections of the RSOD sawtooth and have incident polarization states orthogonal in a Poincare sphere representation.
DATA PROCESSING
The multi-threaded acquisition and processing software, outlined in Figure 2 , was written in Microsoft Visual C++ v6.0. Each processing thread is given a priority and waits in a dormant state until signaled. The operating system activates signaled threads of the highest priority to the processor with the least computational load. After a thread completes processing, it returns to a dormant state that occupies virtually no processor load. The main control thread has the highest priority, controls data acquisition, and signals the other threads, which include even and odd A-line processing threads, birefringence and flow calculation threads, and a thread to save data to disk.
Once initiated, the A/D board continuously fills a cyclical memory buffer with interleaved data from the two detectors. The buffer can be divided into a number of data chunks, with 2048 A-lines per second typically being divided into 32 data chunks of 64 A-lines each. When the main control thread notices that a data chunk has been completely acquired, it copies that data from the cyclical buffer to an image data buffer. The raw data is arranged in alternating even and odd A-lines, each of consisting of 2560 pairs of points from the two detectors. Pointers to unprocessed pairs of A-lines are sent in order to the even and odd A-line processing threads until all 64 A-lines in the chunk are processed. At this point, the birefringence and flow threads are signaled and the main control thread returns to dormancy until the next data chunk becomes available. The appropriate sections of the intensity, birefringence, and flow images are updated as soon as the corresponding processing for a data chunk has been completed. If all data chunks for an entire image have been acquired, a thread is signaled that saves the data to disk. The first task of the even and odd A-line processing threads is to separate the interleaved data into two separate detector arrays. Only the middle 2048 of the 2560 data points per A-line are used to minimize non-linearity in effective depth scan velocity, especially near the turning points of the RSOD galvo movement. The key difference between even and odd A-lines lies in the slope of the RSOD galvo waveform. The change in the sign of the slope translates into a difference in the direction of the depth scan. As an even A-line scan progresses, the depth of the scan increases. For an odd A-line, the depth of the scan decreases. For this reason, the odd A-line processing thread must reverse the order of points before de-interleaving so that the detector arrays for all A-lines can be written as functions of increasing depth We extract the cosine and sine components of the interference patterns by FFTs [19] . Since [21] and dispersion compensation [22] can be applied to the frequency array. The resulting spectrum is then frequency shifted by s 0 . Since the maximum frequency the arrays need to encode has decreased from half the A/D sampling frequency to ∆s, we can reduce the size of the arrays at this point by a factor of 4.
A reverse transform then yields 256 complex points, each of which represents an average of ( ) t is e t f 0 − over 8 points. The cosine and sine components of each detector array are then the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex array. The Stokes parameters and phase at each point can now be calculated from the cosine and sine components [8, 10, 19] . The intensity image for the data chunk is derived from the logarithm of I n [T k ] and immediately displayed on an 8-bit gray scale over a user-specified range and offset.
At this point, the birefringence and flow threads are activated. In a Poincaré sphere representation, linear birefringence can be modeled as a rotation about some optic axis constrained to the QU-plane. The amount of birefringence may then be quantified by the amount of rotation, or degree of phase retardation, about that axis necessary to bring the incident polarization state in line with the state after passing through the birefringent material. It is clear that if the incident polarization state is parallel to the optic axis, the amount of rotation becomes impossible to discern. With this in mind, open air PS-OCT systems were designed such that the sample was probed with circularly polarized light [4, 5, 6, 8] . Given the constraints on the optic axis and incident state, the direction of the optic axis and the degree of phase retardation can then be completely determined from the reflected polarization state.
The fact that the polarization state of light changes while propagating through single-mode fiber complicates the determination of birefringence when measured with a fiber-based PS-OCT system. The detected polarization state now reflects the overall birefringence of both the sample and the fiber of the system. The part due to the sample can be extracted by making a relative measurement. The fiber birefringence affects the polarization state reflected from the surface of the sample in the same way it affects light returning from some depth below the surface. Since the orthogonality between states is preserved in a lossless system, the difference between these two polarization states is due to the sample only. Treating the two polarization states as that occurring before and after passing through the birefringent sample, the effects of fiber birefringence on the overall measurement of the degree of phase retardation are eliminated. However, unlike the open-air situation, the incident state is not necessarily circular and so there is the possibility that the polarization state incident on the sample is linear and coincides with the optic axis. Additionally, the compound effect of fiber and sample birefringence means that the overall optic axis is no longer constrained to the QUplane. We can solve both problems by probing with multiple polarization states [10, 23] . In the current setup, we toggle between two states for adjacent A-lines such that all even A-lines have the same incident polarization state, perpendicular to the incident polarization state in a Poincaré sphere representation in all odd A-lines.
The first task of the birefringence thread is to average down a copy of the depth-resolved Stokes parameters for the data chunk from 32 pairs of even and odd A-lines of 256 points each to 16 pairs of length 128. This improves the signal to noise ratio and reduces the amount of processing required in the rest of the calculation. The sample surface is determined by thresholding after application of a 2x2 median filter. Incident states for even and odd A-lines are determined by averaging the surface states over their respective 16 A-lines. Let the intensity and direction of these Stokes states be denoted by scalar j I and vector j I = ( )
,w h erej=1 indicates even A-lines and j=2 odd Alines. The overall degree of phase retardation at depth z computed from an adjacent pair of A-lines may then be calculated in the following way. Let the intensity and the polarization state in an even A-line at depth z be represented
, respectively, and the intensity and polarization state for the adjacent odd A- to weight the average [23] . To reduce the effects of noise, we have modified our averaging function by additionally weighting the calculated angles by the product of the sines of the angles between the axis of rotation and the polarization states. The degree of phase retardation is then displayed on an 8-bit gray scale with black corresponding to 0º and white to 180º.
The flow calculation runs in parallel to the birefringence algorithm. The velocity of moving particles can be determined by the Doppler shift of the fringe carrier frequency over the detection window ∆t [14, 24] . Due to phasewrapping and the highly sensitive nature of these measurements, it is often more useful to simply image the presence of flow. Better mapping of vessel location than that provided by true Doppler flow velocity imaging can be obtained by displaying images of phase variance [15] .
We have adapted the phase-resolved technique for flow imaging in our system [19] , and now describe its implementation in real time, avoiding the use of the computationally intensive Hilbert transform. The flow processing thread must first determine an array of phase differences for all A-lines within the data chunk. Since we probe with two different polarization states, this is done by comparison of the phase at the same point in one A-line with that in the previous A-line of the same polarization state to yield Figure 3 shows intensity, birefringence, and flow images taken of the proximal nail fold of a human volunteer. The scan covers an area 5 mm wide by 1.2 mm deep with resolutions of 2048×256, 512×128, and 512×64 pixels for the intensity, birefringence, and flow images, respectively. The surface of the window in our handpiece, in light contact with the finger, is visible at the top of all three images. The delineation between the epidermal and dermal regions of the nail fold are evident in the intensity image, as is the continuity between the cuticle and nail fold epidermis. Moving outward from the bottom left corner, the nail plate, nail bed, nail matrix can be identified in the intensity image as well. The transition from black to white in the birefringence image indicates the polarization state experiences a change in phase retardation angle with increasing depth due to the presence of birefringent tissue at the epidermal-dermal boundary of the nail fold. In the lower left corner, the highly birefringent lower portion of the nail plate reveals a banded structure as the amount of phase retardation wraps several times from 0º to 180º and back. A small transverse blood vessel in the nail fold is readily apparent in the phase variance image. Below that is a graph displaying the Fourier spectra obtained by Fourier transform of the acquired interference patterns at each detector for both even and odd A-lines. Moving down from the top right are the intensity, birefringence, and flow (phase variance) images. Below these images is the view from the CCD camera mounted in the handpiece. Due to the non-optimal lighting, individual skin features are difficult to distinguish, however, an aiming beam revealing the area being scanned can be seen. From the Windows Task Manager window, it can be seen that the computational load of the software is constantly approximately 64% as all three images are being updated in a rolling manner 32 times per second.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The immediate visualization of all three images greatly facilitates location and accurate measurement of various structures. Instead of having to record massive amounts of data without knowing if structures of interest are present, we can quickly locate and record images of desired regions. This ability becomes even more important considering that the pressure due to contact with the handpiece can often constrict flow through small vessels. For example, the pressure being exerted during acquisition of an image can be enough to temporarily constrict flow. Since we can immediately visualize this, we are able to ease the contact pressure and imaging of flow in the vessel can be accomplished.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated real-time MF-OCT acquisition, processing, and display. By efficient data processing in software, this has been accomplished without dedicated hardware or extensive modification of the optical system layout. We believe this makes MF-OCT imaging possible for clinical use, where speed and accuracy of imaging is of utmost importance.
